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1   SAP Signavio Journey Modeler

1 SAP Signavio Journey Modeler
When you create a journey model, you depict an outside-in view of your organ-
ization. This can be the perspective of a customer, supplier, applicant, part-
ner, or any other person interacting with your company.
While business processes are best expressed in a diagram and mapped with
BPMN, the experience of people on the receiving end of your processes is
best expressed as a journey. With SAP Signavio Journey Modeler, you can
capture this journey in a tabular structure.
You can describe the stages of the journey in detail, list all touchpoints, visu-
alize the sentiment for each stage, link process maps, and add data visu-
alizations as widgets.
For workspace administrators, all necessary settings are listed in the section
Settings for SAP Signavio Journey Modeler of the SAP Signavio Process Man-
ager user guide.

1.1 Next steps
o Get started
o Structure
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2   Get started

2 Get started
This user guide describes all currently available features of SAP Signavio Jour-
ney Modeler.
When you want to create your first journey model right away, read Create a
new journey model.
How you use all sections a journey model can contain is explained in Use dif-
ferent sections .
You can find an overview of the tabular structure of journey models in the sec-
tion Structure.
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3   Structure

3 Structure
You build journey models in a table structure.

3.1 Stages
The top row of the tabular journey model depicts the stages of a journey. The
different stages represent points in the timeline. Each stage can contain mul-
tiple columns, commonly referred to as steps.
You can't remove the stages from your model, and you can't have more than
one line of stages.
The stages row is fixed, it stays visible when you scroll down longer journey
maps.

3.2 Sections
The lines of the table represent the different sections of the journey. For
example, you use the section Customer Sentiment to model changing cus-
tomer sentiments, or the section IT Systems to show which systems are rel-
evant to a specific step. You can add every type of section as often as you
want. It isn't possible to mix different sections in one line.
To learn more about the different sections available, see Use different sec-
tions.
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3   Structure

3.3 Columns
A column spans all sections. A stage can contain multiple columns.

3.4 Cells
The smallest element you can edit is the card, contained in a table cell. A cell
can contain more than one card. What you can add to a card depends on the
section type. Single cells can't be moved.
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3   Structure

3.5 Next steps
o Add and delete elements
o Change elements
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4   Create a new journey model

4 Create a new journey model
You open SAP Signavio Journey Modeler from SAP Signavio Process Col-
laboration Hub.
Follow these steps:

1. Click Create and select Journey Model.

2. Select a folder to save your journey model.

A blank journey model opens.

3. Enter a name and a description. All changes are saved in real time.

4. You can add personas to show whose journey is being modeled:
o Click Add persona.
o In the dialog, type to search for a dictionary entry.
o Confirm by clicking Link persona.

Linked personas apply to the entire journey, not single sections. To
show which department is involved in a certain stage, you can use
the section type Organizational unit.

4.1 Journey model revisions
When you edit an existing journey model, you create a revision.
A new revision is created in any of the following situations:

o three hours have passed since the journey model was last edited
o you edit a published journey model
o a user other than the creator edits a journey model

4.2 Next steps
o Add and delete elements
o Manage journey models
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4   Create a new journey model

o View revisions
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5   Use different sections

5 Use different sections

Access to this feature depends on your license. If you need to add a
function, contact your workspace administrator.

In a journey model, the sections layered below the Stages section display dif-
ferent types of information. Use the upper rows to tell the user story, the
middle rows to map touchpoints or channels, and the bottom rows to depict
organizational insights and related processes.

Data collected for the creation of a journey model can contain sens-
itive information. We recommend following the guidelines of your
organization for protecting sensitive data when you add content to
a journey model.

5.1 Add sections
You have two options to add a section: next to another section, or at the bot-
tom of the journey.
To add a section next to another section, follow these steps:

1. Click the plus icon that is visible when you hover over the area
between sections.

2. Select a section type in the dialog.

3. Click Add section.

To add a section at the bottom of the journey, follow these steps:

1. Click Add section under the last section.

2. Select a section type in the dialog.

3. Click Add section.

To delete a section, click next to the name of the section and select
Delete section.
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5   Use different sections

5.2 Next steps
o Advanced sections

5.3 Stages
A journey model requires one Stages section. The Stages section is always
the first line of your journey model.
To rename a stage, click its name. Changes are saved immediately.
There are no options to add a second Stages section. Move and delete func-
tions are not available for Stages.

5.4 Free text cards
The sections Goals and Steps work the same way.
You can add and format text for these sections.

5.4.1 Goals

Use this section to define the user's objectives or intentions for a stage.

5.4.2 Steps

Use this section to describe the user's action for a stage.

5.4.3 Formatting

To format the text, use the following keyboard shortcuts:

Function Shortcuts for Windows Shortcuts for Mac

Bold Select text and press Ctrl+ B Select text and press ⌘ + B

Italics Select text and press Ctrl+i Select text and press ⌘ +i

Add hyperlinks
to text

Copy the link, select text and
press Ctrl+V

Copy the link, select text and
press ⌘ +V

Bulleted list Start a line with a dash ( - ) or an asterisk ( * ) to begin a list
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5   Use different sections

To edit text, click the text and make changes. Your changes are saved imme-
diately.

5.5 Images
Any image that you add to an Image card is saved in the image library and can
be used in other journey models. You can upload new images to the image lib-
rary.
As a prerequisite, you added an Image section to your journey model.
To add an image from the image library, follow these steps:

1. In an image cell, click the plus icon .

The Add illustration dialog opens.

2. From Library, click an image.

The image appears in the preview window.

3. If your image is not already stored image library, you can upload image
files. Drag an image from a file folder to the upload box or click the
upload box to browse for an image.

Every upload can contain 20 images.

4. Add the image shown in the preview window to an image card with Set
image.

In addition, the following functions are available:

o To replace an image on a card, drag a new image on the card.

o To remove an image from a card, click and select Clear cell.
o To delete an image from the image library, open the Add illustration dia-

log and click the delete icon .

5.6 Touchpoints
Touchpoints are points of direct interaction with your company.
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5   Use different sections

You can add one or more touchpoint cards to a touchpoint cell. As a best prac-
tice, you can link to dictionary items for existing system definitions.
As a prerequisite, you added a Touchpoints section to your journey model.

5.6.1 Adding a Touchpoint from the Dictionary

Follow these steps:

1. In a touchpoint cell, click the plus icon .

The Link Touchpoints dialog opens.

2. In the Select Touchpoints tab, start typing a touchpoint title in the
search window.

A selection of possible matches appears. The dictionary icon marks
linked dictionary entries.

3. Select an entry and click + Add to selection.

The entry is added to the Customize Selection tab.

4. From the Customize Selection tab, select the newly-added touchpoint.

5. Click the plus icon beside the touchpoint title and choose an icon
from the selection to represent the touchpoint. Alternatively, skip this
step to create a touchpoint without an icon.

Note that you can add an icon to a touchpoint at a later time.

6. Confirm with Save.

5.6.2 Adding a Custom Touchpoint

You also have the option to add a custom touchpoint for which no dictionary
entry is available. To do so, follow these steps:

1. In a touchpoint cell, click the plus icon .

The Link Touchpoints dialog opens.
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5   Use different sections

2. In the Select Touchpoints tab, type a title in the search window and
select enter or return.

3. Click + Add to selection.

The custom dictionary item is added to the Customize Selection tab.

4. From the Customize Selection tab, select the newly-added touchpoint.

5. Click the plus icon beside the touchpoint title and choose an icon
from the selection to represent the touchpoint. Alternatively, skip this
step to create a touchpoint without an icon.

You can add an icon to a touchpoint at a later time.

6. Confirm with Save.

5.6.3 Editing cell content

1. To open the formatting toolbar, click the cell. The touchpoint details are
shown in the side panel.

2. To edit the cell content , click . The Link Touchpoints dialog opens to
the Customize Selection tab.

3. Adjust the cell content.

4. Confirm with Save.

5.6.4 Cell layout settings

You can select standard or list view for the section and limit the number of dis-
played items.
To adjust the cell layout, follow these steps:

1. In the first column, click the settings icon .

2. Select Standard or Standard list view. Default is Standard.

3. You can limit the number of items displayed per cell by entering a num-
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5   Use different sections

ber. By default, three items are shown per cell.

4. Click more to show all cell items.

The settings are applied to the complete section and also applied in SAP Sig-
navio Process Collaboration Hub.

5.6.5 Next steps
o IT systems
o Organizational Units

5.7 Sentiment
The sentiment section shows the mood of the persona at each stage of the
entire journey.
As a prerequisite, you added a Sentiment section to your journey model.
To add a sentiment icon to the Sentiment section, follow these steps:

1. Hover over the section and click the plus icon to add a mood icon.

A neutral mood icon is added.

2. To adjust the mood, drag the icon up or down the scale. The depic-
ted mood changes relative to the position: the higher the position, the
better the mood.

When you insert mood icons to other cells in the Sentiment section, a trend
line connects the mood icons. The trend line also connects mood icons across
Sentiment cells with no mood icon.

5.8 Linked journeys
As a prerequisite, you added a Linked Journeys section to your journey
model.
To add a linked journey, follow these steps:
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5   Use different sections

1. In a linked journey cell, click the plus icon .

A searchable list of available journey models opens.

2. Select the journey model you want to link.

3. Click Confirm.

The link to the journey model is displayed in the cell.

To open the linked journey model, click the link. From the panel, open the jour-
ney model in the same tab. Note that no preview of the journey model is avail-
able here.

5.9 IT systems

5.9.1 Detected IT systems

If your journey model contains a Linked Processes section and you add an IT

Systems section, all IT systems found in the linked process models are
automatically listed in the IT Systems section. Here are the details of this fea-
ture:

o The first cell of the IT Systems section lists IT systems from all columns
of your journey model. Automatically-detected IT systems cannot be
modified or removed from this list.

o In this list, IT systems matching dictionary entries are marked with the

dictionary icon .
o Each cell from the IT Systems section displays dashed lines or solid

lines. The lines correspond with the IT systems list in the first cell, row-
by-row. If a cell shows a solid line, it means an enabled IT system has
been detected in a process model within the same column. If a cell
shows a dashed line, no enabled IT system has been detected in that
column.

Example
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5   Use different sections

The first process, linked in the Linked Processes cell in the first column, con-
tains two IT systems: ERP System and Billing System.

The second process, linked in the Linked Processes cell in the third column,
contains one IT system: Personnel System.

All three IT systems from the linked processes are listed in the first cell of the
IT Systems section. The first column of the Linked Processes section con-
tains two IT systems: ERP System and Billing System. The third column of the
Linked Processes section contains one dictionary-linked IT system: Personnel
System.
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5   Use different sections

5.9.2 Add IT systems manually

As a prerequisite, you added an IT Systems section to your journey model.
Follow these steps:

1. Click Add new line in the first column and enter a label.

The IT system is listed in the first cell. A dashed line is added to all
columns.

2. Enable a system for a column by clicking the dashed line. Enabled sys-
tems are marked with a solid line.

When you delete a manually-added IT system from the first column, the sys-
tem is removed from the journey model.

5.9.3 Next steps
o Linked processes

5.10 Organizational Units
The Organizational units section works the same way as the IT systems sec-
tion, but displays a different color scheme.
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5   Use different sections

If your journey model contains a Organizational units section and you add an
Organizational units section, all organizational units found in the linked pro-
cess models are automatically listed in the Organizational units section. Here
are the details of this feature:

o The first cell of the Organizational units section lists organizational units
from all columns of your journey model. Automatically-detected organ-
izational units cannot be modified or removed from this list.

o In this list, organizational units matching dictionary entries are marked

with the dictionary icon .
o Each cell from the Organizational units section displays dashed lines or

solid lines. The lines correspond with the list of organizational units in
the first cell, row-by-row. If a cell shows a solid line, it means a organ-
izational unit has been detected in a process model within the same
column. If a cell shows a dashed line, no organizational unit has been
detected in that column.

5.10.1 Add organizational units manually

As a prerequisite, you added an Organizational Units section to your journey
model.

1. Click Add new line in the first column and enter a label.

The organizational unit is displayed in the first column. A dashed line is
added to all columns.

2. Enable a unit for a column by clicking the dashed line. Enabled units are
marked with a solid line.

When you delete a manually-added organizational unit from the first column,
the organizational unit is removed from the journey model.

5.10.2 Next steps
o Linked processes
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6   Advanced sections

6 Advanced sections

Access to this feature depends on your license. If you need to add a
function, contact your workspace administrator.

Here you find information on how to add sections that link to other content in
your workspace.
See Linked processes to read more on linking processes from your work-
space and SAP Signavio Process Intelligence widgets to find out how to show
insights from process mining.
How to add content from external systems is described in External widgets.
The following services are supported:

o Tableau
o Looker Studio

6.1 Linked processes
You can link one or more processes to a journey model. You can link complete
processes or select process elements.
As a prerequisite, you added a Link Processes section to your journey model.
To link processes, follow these steps:

1. In a linked process cell, click the plus icon .

The Link Processes dialog opens.

2. In the tab Select Processes, select one or more processes in the
folder tree.

3. Switch to the tab Customize Selection and adjust the order of the pro-
cesses and select process elements as necessary.

4. Confirm with Save.

Your selection is displayed in the cell.

You can change the cell content later.
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6   Advanced sections

6.1.1 Edit cell content

1. To open the formatting toolbar, click the cell.

2. To edit the cell content , click the edit icon .

The Link Processes dialog opens.

3. From the Customize Selection tab, adjust the cell content as needed.

4. Confirm with Save.

Your selection is displayed in the cell.

6.1.2 Cell layout settings

You can select standard or list view for the section and limit the number of
shown items.
To adjust the cell layout, follow these steps:

1. In the first column of the Link Processes section, click the settings icon

.

A settings dialog opens.

2. Select Standard or Standard list view. Default is Standard.

3. If necessary, limit the number of items shown per cell by entering a num-
ber. By default, all items are shown, including items marked hidden.

4. Confirm by clicking away from the settings dialog.

The settings are applied to the section and to SAP Signavio Process Col-
laboration Hub.

6.1.3 Editing linked processes

When editing a process in SAP Signavio Process Manager, all items related to
this diagram by links are listed:

o In the Save dialog
o In the attribute panel in the section Diagram relations
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6   Advanced sections

6.1.4 Notifications for processes linked to journey models

Notifications for processes linked to journey models can be enabled in the dia-

gram actions .

Follow these steps:

1. Open the linked process diagram in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration
Hub.

2. In the diagram actions, click and select Receive change
notifications.

Notifications are enabled for the linked process diagram.

This option is currently available for diagrams linked to journey models.

6.1.5 Next steps
o IT systems
o Organizational Units

6.2 External widgets
Add external widgets for visualizing data, for example.
The following services are supported:

o Tableau
o Looker Studio

As a prerequisite, you added an External Widgets section to your journey
model. Also, you have link addresses or code snippets.

To be able to view the external widget, users need to be logged into
the account of the service.

To add an external widget, follow these steps:
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6   Advanced sections

1. In an External Widgets cell, click the plus icon .

The Embed an External Widget dialog opens.

2. Paste a link address or code snippet to the text field.

The widget appears in the preview window.

3. Confirm with Save.

6.2.1 Example for Looker Studio

1. Open Looker Studio.

2. Open the report you want to embed.

3. If necessary, adjust the sharing settings to ensure the report is visible to
viewers of the journey model.

4. In the drop-down list next to the share button , select
Embed report.

5. In the dialog, select the method to embed the widget:
o Embed Code to use a code snippet
o Embed URL to use a link

6. Click COPY TO CLIPBOARD.

7. Open the journey model in SAP Signavio Journey Modeler.

8. In the External Widgets cell, click .

The embedding dialog opens.

9. Paste what you copied to the text field.

The report widget is shown in the preview.

10. Add the widget with Save.
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6   Advanced sections

6.3 SAP Signavio Process Intelligence widgets
You can add widgets from SAP Signavio Process Intelligence to illustrate
investigation results.
As a prerequisite, you added a Process Intelligence Widgets section to your
journey model. Also, you have the widget ID. See section Get the widget ID in
the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence user guide.

To be able to view a widget, users must be added as consumers to
the process view in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.

To add a widget to the Process Intelligence Widgets section, follow these
steps:

1. In a SAP Signavio Process Intelligence widget cell, click the plus icon

.

The Add PI Widgets dialog opens.

2. Enter the widget ID and click Enter.

3. To add another widget, click the plus icon , enter the widget ID and
click Enter.

4. Continue with Confirm.

To open the widget preview, click the widget. From the preview, you can open
the investigation in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence. Depending on the wid-
get type, you can interact with the widget in the preview panel.
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7   Journey model dimensions

7 Journey model dimensions
The Journey Model Dimensions value shows the number of populated cells
compared to the number of total cells in a journey model.
The number is shown in a label above the journey model.

The label is not shown in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub.

7.1 Detail View
o To open the detail view, click the Journey model dimensions label.

The detail panel shows detailed information in two parts.
In the Structure part, you can view the total number of stages, columns, and
rows.
The Content part shows the different section types in the journey model with
their number.
For Linked Processes, each process is only counted once.
This means that a process is counted only once in the following cases:

o several cells link to the same process
o one cell links the complete process and another cell links to an element

of this process

Cells with links that are not counted still count as populated in the calculation
of the journey model dimensions.
For Linked Journeys, each journey model is only counted once. If several cells
reference the same journey model, they count as populated.
For IT systems, every IT system is counted once, no matter how many cells
reference the same IT system.
For Organizational units, every unit is counted once, no matter how many
cells reference the same unit.
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8   Add and delete elements

8 Add and delete elements
You can add elements between existing elements and expand your model on
the sides and at the bottom.

8.1 Add and delete stages
You have two options to add a stage:

o

Click the plus icon that is visible when you hover over the area next
to a stage.

o Click in a stage and select Add a stage.

To delete a stage, click in a stage, and select Delete stage. The stage and
all elements in that stage are deleted.

8.2 Add and delete columns
You have three options to add a column to a stage:

o

Click the plus icon that is visible when you hover over the area next
to a column.

o Click in a stage and select Add a column.

o Click in a column and select Add a column.

To delete a column, click in an element of a column, and select Delete
column. The column is deleted.
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8   Add and delete elements

8.3 Add and delete sections
You have two options to add a section: next to another section, or at the bot-
tom of the journey.
To add a section next to another section, follow these steps:

1. Click the plus icon that is visible when you hover over the area
between sections.

2. Select a section type in the dialog.

3. Click Add section.

To add a section at the bottom of the journey, follow these steps:

1. Click Add section under the last section.

2. Select a section type in the dialog.

3. Click Add section.

To delete a section, click next to the name of the section and select
Delete section.
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9   Change elements

9 Change elements

Only one person can edit a journey model at the same time.

If someone else is already working on a journey model, you're notified when
you open it. You can take over from the current editor. While you are working
on a journey model, you can open the same journey model in more than one
browser tab.

All changes are saved automatically. A green checkmark shows that sav-
ing was successful.

9.1 Clear elements

o To remove the name of a section or a stage, click next to the name
and select Clear cell.

o To remove all content from a stage, click in the stage element and
select Clear stage.

o To remove all content from a column, click in any cell of the column
and select Clear column.

o To remove all content from a section, click in any cell of the section
and select Clear section.

o To remove content from a cell in a section or a column, click in a cell
and select Clear cell.

When you clear elements, styles aren't removed.
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9   Change elements

9.2 Select elements
o To select a stage with all included elements, click the area above the

stage.
o To select a column, click the area above the column, below the stage.
o To select a section, click the area to the left of the section name.

When you hover over these areas, you also find the reorder icon .

To select multiple elements from different stages or columns, hold the Shift

key while you click the elements.

9.3 Reorder elements
You can move columns and sections. You can't move the Stages line ver-
tically, but you can reorder individual stages horizontally. It isn't possible to
move single cells of lines and columns.

To move an element, click and hold the reorder icon and drop the element
in its new location.

9.4 Element actions
When you click an element or select elements, you find all actions available in
the element actions.
Depending on the section type and your selection, you can do the following:

o Add styles (details below).
o Edit the cell content by clicking .
o Open the comment panel by clicking .
o If available, you can select more actions by clicking .

The additional actions when you click depend on the section type and
what you have selected.
For example, additional actions can be Clear cell or Delete column.
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9   Change elements

9.5 Add styles
You can add styles to cells individually, or in bulk, by selecting an entire stage,
column or section.
Select the elements and click the style you want to add:

o To add an outline in color, click .

o To fill a card with a color, click .

o To add a background color to a cell, click .

When a style was applied to an element, the formatting icon reflects the style.
You can add multiple styles to an element.
To remove a style, follow these steps:

1. Select the elements from which you want to remove a style.

2. Click the style you want to remove.

3. Click Clear style.

The style is removed.

9.6 Rename elements
All user-added texts and labels are editable, including the journey model
name and the description.
Click a text to edit it.

9.7 Next steps
o Manage journey models
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10   Actions

10 Actions
You find the available actions in the upper right corner.
You can do the following:

o Print an item by clicking .

o Save an item as a favorite by clicking .

This adds the item to the section Favorites on your launchpad.

o Copy the diagram link to the clipboard by clicking .

o Open the comment panel by clicking .

o If available, you can select more actions by clicking . The additional

actions when you click depend on what is shared with you, your
license, and the diagram type. For example, one available action is Pre-
view in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub.

10.1 Print settings

Clicking opens your browser's print dialog. The options available in this
dialog depend on your browser and the selected printer.
When you save a Journey model as a PDF, the dimensions of the journey
model are set automatically.
With the additional print settings, you can decide what to include when you
print. For example, you can add a logo or a watermark.

o To open the additional options, click the arrow next to the print icon

.

Your settings are saved for future prints. You can change the settings at any
time.
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11 Comments

At the moment, commenting can't be disabled.

Comments are displayed in the comment panel. To open the comment panel,

click the comments icon in the toolbar or in the element actions.

11.1 Add comments to a journey model

1. Open a diagram.

2. Click . The comment panel opens.

3. Enter your comment and click Comment. The comment is posted.

11.2 Add comments to an element

1. Open a journey model.

2. Click an element.

3. To open the comment panel, click the element and click in the ele-
ment actions.

4. Enter your comment and click Comment.

The comment is posted and is labeled with the section name and the
stage name.

The elements is marked with an icon.

You can only comment on single elements or the complete journey
model, not on a selection of elements.
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11.3 Reply to comments

1. Open a diagram.

2. Click . The comment panel opens.

3. In the comment, click Reply.
4. Enter your comment and click Comment. The comment is posted in a

comment thread under the original comment.

Additional replies can be added to the comment thread.

11.4 Mention others in comments
When you want to address a comment directly to someone, you can mention
this person in a comment. Mention someone by typing an @ followed by their
name while you enter a comment. When you mention someone in a comment,
they are notified.

11.5 View comments
All comments on a journey model are visible in the comment panel by default.
Comments on model elements are labeled with the section name and the
stage name.

Elements with comments are marked with an icon . To view comments

for an element, click the icon.

When the comments panel is open and you select elements, a column, or a
section, only the comments for your selection are displayed.
To view all comments for a journey model, click See all comments.

11.6 Filter comments by status
To filter by comment status, click Status and select a status from the list.
To clear status filters, select All from the list.
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11.7 Reject comments
We recommend rejecting comments that don't trigger any changes, for
example if other changes make a comment obsolete.

To reject a comment, click in the comment and select Reject. The comment
is labeled Rejected and hidden in the default comment view.

To re-open a rejected comment, click in the comment and select Re-open.
The Rejected label is removed.

11.8 Resolve comments
When you resolve a comment, this signifies to your collaborators that the
comment has been taken care of.
To resolve a comment, click Resolve. Resolved comments are labeled
Resolved.
To re-open a comment, click Re-open. The Resolved label is removed.

Your changes are saved immediately. The number of open com-
ments is updated.
The status changes only for the first comment in a commenting
thread.

11.9 Delete comments

Deleting comments can't be undone.

1. Click in the comment and select Delete.

2. Confirm the deletion in the dialog.

11.10 Comment notifications
You get notified for the following actions:
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o Someone adds a comment to one of your diagrams
o Someone resolves one of your comments
o Someone rejects one of your comments
o Someone reopens one of your comments
o Someone mentions you in a comment
o Someone replies to one of your comments

11.11 Next steps
Notifications
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12 Notifications

The icon shows you the number of new notifications. Click the icon to
open notifications.
You can get to a journey model or the Commenting panel by clicking a noti-
fication. You can mark one or all notifications as read.

12.1 Comment notifications
You get notified for the following actions:

o Someone resolves one of your comments
o Someone reopens one of your comments
o Someone rejects one of your comments
o Someone mentions you in a comment
o Someone replies to one of your comments

12.2 Notifications for processes linked to journey
models
Notifications for processes linked to journey models can be enabled in the dia-

gram actions .

Follow these steps:

1. Open the linked process diagram in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration
Hub.

2. In the diagram actions, click and select Receive change
notifications.

Notifications are enabled for the linked process diagram.

This option is currently available for diagrams linked to journey models.
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13 Manage journey models
Journey models are managed like other content in SAP Signavio Process Col-
laboration Hub.
You can find the details in section Manage folders and diagrams.
Access rights for folders containing journey models are set by your work-
space administrator.

13.1 Current limitation
Journey models are not visible in the SAP Signavio Process Manager explorer.
If you try to delete a folder that contains a journey model, you get a warning
message.

13.2 View revisions

Access to this feature depends on your workspace settings.

With the Revision switcher, you can view every revision of a journey model in
SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub.
You can access the Revision switcher from Preview and Publish view. Unpub-
lished revisions are opened in Preview automatically.

o Comments are only visible for the last published revision and
the newest revision.

o You can share the URL of a revision.

By default, up to five revisions are listed. The complete list is shown when you
click Show more.
For details when a revision is created, see section Journey model revisions.
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13.2.1 Manage revisions

o To manage revisions, you need to be in Preview.
o The currently published version is always opened in Publish

view.
o What actions are available to you depend on your access

rights. The access rights are set by your workspace admin-
istrator.

13.2.1.1 Publish and unpublish revisions

You can publish and unpublish revisions from the diagram actions .

13.2.1.2 Restore a revision

You can restore a previous revision from the diagram actions .

A restored revision is added as a new revision.

13.2.2 Status labels

In Preview, labels show you the current status of a journey model.
The following labels are added automatically:

o Modified: The version available in Preview mode includes unpublished
changes.

o Published: The version is available in Published mode. This label is not
added to the diagram table.

o Published (latest): This label is shown in the revision switcher for the
latest published revision.

Users who only have access to published versions don't see any labels.

13.2.2.1 Limitation

o No label is added to a previously published revision.
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13.2.3 Next steps

Manage journey models
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14 Complexity score
The perspective of someone interacting with your company is expressed in a
journey model. The complexity score gives you an additional data point to
evaluate your journey models. It reflects the total operational complexity
from linked BPMN processes and journeys.
With the complexity score, you get an impression how challenging it is to com-
plete the journey. Usually, customer experience is improved by reducing the
complexity of journeys and by making underlying processes more efficient.
The complexity scores can help you measure this progress.
The complexity score for journey models gives an insight how many depart-
ments and people in your company are involved and interact with each other
until the journey is complete.
A complexity score is also provided for linked processes. This score shows
how efficient a process is and how many departments and people are
involved in a particular process.

14.1 How the scores are determined
The complexity score for a journey model adds the complexity scores of all
linked processes and linked journey models.
The complexity score for a process considers how many decisions, handovers
and parallel procedures are included. It also takes into account the number of
involved IT systems, necessary documents and linked processes.

14.1.1 Improve your journeys and processes

Read more about how the complexity score is currently calculated in this blog
article to get insights on how you can improve your journeys and processes.

14.2 Recursion limits
For processes containing more than four nested levels, it is not possible to cal-
culate a complexity score.
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14.3 Access rights
Only journey models and processes you can access are considered in the
score calculation.

14.4 View complexity scores

The complexity score is displayed in SAP Signavio Journey
Modeler, it is not visible in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration
Hub.

14.4.1 Journey Model complexity score

The complexity score is shown next to the metadata of a journey model.

o To view the complexity score details for a journey model, click Com-
plexity. The details panel opens.

14.4.2 Individual complexity scores for linked content

The complexity scores of linked processes and linked journey models are
shown in the details panel.
How much linked processes add to the complexity is shown in blue, how
much linked journeys add is shown in yellow. The total complexity has a max-
imum value of 100.
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15 Toolbar and keyboard shortcuts
The toolbar is located on the bottom of the screen.

Icon Function Shortcuts for Windows Shortcuts for Mac

Undo Ctrl + Z ⌘ + Z

Redo Ctrl + Y ⌘ + Y

Zoom in Ctrl + + ⌘ + +

Zoom out Ctrl + - ⌘ + -

Reset Ctrl+0 ⌘ +0

Show all com-
ments

Bold Select text and press Ctrl+
B

Select text and press ⌘ +
B

Italics Select text and press Ctrl+i Select text and press ⌘ +i

Add hyperlinks
to text

Copy the link, select text and
press Ctrl+V.

Copy the link, select text and
press ⌘ +V.
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